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In this paper, the recently-introduced ELKO and the well-known Dirac spinor fields will be
compared; however, instead of comparing them under the point of view of their algebraic properties
or their dynamical features, we will proceed by investigating the analogies and similarities in terms
of their geometrical character viewed from the perspective of torsion. The paper will be concluded
by sketching some consequences for the application to cosmology and particle physics.
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Introduction
It is now nearly eighty years that the Dirac spinor field has been defined, and its role in describing fermionic fields is
well established and widely accepted; nevertheless, the Dirac spinor field’s theoretical elegance and phenomenological
adequacy in accounting for the properties of leptons and quarks is no reason to stop people investigating for alternative
forms of matter, and relatively recently another form of spinorial field, named ELKO, has been introduced [1].
In comparison to the Dirac spinor field, there are two main reasons for this ELKO field to be defined: one reason is
theoretical, and it climbs back to the very definition of 12 -spin spinor fields, the other is phenomenological, naturally
arising from the dynamical properties of ELKOs. The theoretical reason is due to the fact that when we wish to define
in the most general way 12 -spin spinor fields, we have to face the circumstance that not one but two spinor fields are
possible according to the two-fold helicity of the field: having right-handed as well as left-handed semi-spinor fields,
and being in a situation in which both must be accommodated into a single spinor field, the most natural way in which
this can be done is by requiring that the whole spinor field be an eigenstate of parity, and this would straightforwardly
lead to the definition of the Dirac field as it is well known; it is perhaps less known but still quite reasonable to see
that this is not the only way, and another way, somewhat complementary, is to require that the whole spinor field
be an eigenstate of charge conjugation, in German Eigenspinoren des LadungsKonjugationsOperators leading to the
acronym ELKO [2]. Such an algebraic rearrangement of the semi-spinorial components has dynamical consequences
in the fact that ELKOs can no longer be solution of a Dirac type of equation, although they are still solution of a
Klein–Gordon type of equation [3, 4]; that ELKO fields verify second-order derivative scalar-like field equations is
the reason for which they are such an interesting field in cosmology [5–9], and this is the phenomenological reason
for which ELKO spinor fields have attracted much attention. Other properties of ELKOs have been investigated in
references [10, 11] and [12–15] in terms of their algebraic structure and in [16–19] for their dynamical behaviour.
Clearly, the fact that ELKOs are eigenstates of charge-conjugation means that they are neutral in a natural way,
whereas Dirac fields are naturally charged and neutrality can be obtained only after the imposition of additional
constraints: their different electrodynamic character is certainly the most important fact that discriminates between
these two matter fields. However, as a complementary study, it may also be important to know what distinguishes
these two fields under the point of view of their response to gravitation, in general, and to gravity with torsion, in
particular, and in the past there have been a few attempts to study this type of problem [20–26].
In the present paper, we will review these attempts altogether under a new light.
I. GEOMETRY AND KINEMATICS
A. Covariance
All along this presentation, we will consider spacetime to be a (1+3)-dimensional manifold possessing a metric and
a differential structure [26]. The metric tensor is given by gασ and the covariant derivative is given by Dµ in terms of
the metric-compatible connection Γµασ in the most general case: the condition of metric-compatibility Dg = 0 allows
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2us to decompose these most general covariant derivative and connection in terms of the simplest covariant derivative
∇µ and connection Λαµν = 12gρα (∂µgνρ + ∂νgµρ − ∂ρgµν) according to the form
Γρµν = Λ
ρ
µν +K
ρ
µν (1)
where Kρµν =
1
2
(
Qρµν +Q
ρ
µν +Q
ρ
νµ
)
is called contorsion and it is given by Qρµν = Γ
ρ
µν −Γρνµ called Cartan torsion
tensor; so the most general metric-compatible connection consists of two parts, one being a connection entirely written
in terms of the metric and the other being a tensor independent on the metric and further decomposable according to
Qρµν =
1
6W
αεαρµν +
1
3 (Vνgρµ − Vµgρν) + Tρµν (2)
where Tρµν = Qρµν − 16Wαεαρµν − 13 (Vνgρµ − Vµgρν) is the non-completely antisymmetric irreducible part of torsion,
whereQρµνε
ρµνα =Wα is the completely antisymmetric part of torsion andQρρν = Vν is the trace part of torsion, all of
them being independent on one another. Equivalently, we may employ the vierbein formalism, in which orthonormal
tetrad fields ξσa are introduced so that gανξ
α
a ξ
ν
b = ηab where ηab is the Minkowskian matrix while the covariant
derivative denoted with Dµ is defined through the spin-connection Γ
i
jµ in general: the conditions of compatibility
are now expressed in terms of the pair of conditions Dξ = 0 and Dη = 0 respectively equivalent to asking that the
connection and spin-connection be related according to the relationship given by
Γbjµ=ξ
α
j ξ
b
ρ(Γ
ρ
αµ + ξ
k
α∂µξ
ρ
k) (3)
and that Γbjµ = −Γjbµ and again, the first relationship showing that although we cannot define a torsion for the
spin-connection nevertheless we may write −Qaµν = ∂µξaν − ∂νξaµ + Γajµξjν − Γajνξjµ while the second relationship
representing a property of the spin-connection that is important since we aim to describe the underlying Lorentz
structure in complex representation. Before proceeding, we recall that in general complex fields are subject to a phase
transformation that will require the introduction of the gauge-covariant derivative Dµ defined through the gauge-
connection Aµ as it is usually done in gauge theories. Of all complex representations of the Lorentz group we will be
interested in the 12 -spin representation, the simplest possible one. For it to be obtained, we introduce the γa matrices
belonging to the Clifford algebra {γi,γj} = 2Iηij from which σij= 14 [γi,γj ] are the antisymmetric matrices belonging
to the Lorentz algebra, so that we may take them as the antisymmetric complex generators of the infinitesimal Lorentz
complex transformation, called spinorial transformation, for which the spinorial covariant derivative Dµ is defined by
the spinorial connection Γµ in general: conditions Dµγj = 0 can be equivalently translated into the fact that the
most general spinorial connection can be decomposed in two contributions according to
Γµ =
1
2Γ
ab
µσab + ieAµI (4)
in terms of a Lorentz-valued spin-connection plus an abelian term; we may now see that the antisymmetry of the spin-
connection is perfectly matched by the antisymmetry of the generators of the infinitesimal spinorial transformation as
anticipated and that the abelian field can be taken as the gauge-connection potential. It is intriguing that the most
general spinorial connection contains the tetrads as well as one abelian gauge field; in the interpretation that will
naturally follow, the tetrads are what will contain the gravitational information whereas the abelian gauge field will
represent electrodynamics and the label e the electric charge. As it is clear, there is yet no indication as to what the
mass will actually be. Relationship {γi,σjk} = iεijkqpiγq implicitly defines the pi matrix1 which is used to construct
the left-handed and right-handed chiral projectors needed to split the spinor field according to the expressions
1
2 (I − pi)ψ = L 12 (I+ pi)ψ = R (5)
where L and R are the left-handed and right-handed components, which are irreducible and thus independent semi-
spinor fields; by noticing that with the left-handed semi-spinor field L one can construct σ2L∗ which transforms as a
right-handed semi-spinor field, then it is possible to see that the column of two semi-spinor fields given by
λ =
(
L
−σ2L∗
)
(6)
1 This matrix pi is what usually in the literature is indicated with γ5, but we object to such a notation for two reasons: first the notation
was introduced in the context of Kaluza-Klein 5-dimensional models where the index 5 represented a fifth coordinate that is no longer
meaningful in the 4-dimensional context, and then that notation seems to suggest that with γ5 there should be an additional γ5 and in
some convention the two differ by a sign that constitutes yet another convention and a source of confusion; hence in this paper we will
simply drop the potentially confusing and anyway useless index 5 and we will take for the notation what we have given above.
3has the transformation properties of a spinor and it is what will be the ELKO spinor field: it is important to notice that
with such a definition the Dirac field has two independent components whereas the ELKO field has two components
that are not independent and thus to recover the correct amount of degrees of freedom it is necessary to notice that
the definition of the ELKO field actually comes with a two-fold multiplicity that can be expressed as
λ+− =
(
L+
−σ2L∗+
)
λ−+ =
(
L−
−σ2L∗−
)
(7)
whenever they are eigenstates with positive or negative eigenvalue of the helicity operator; the Dirac field is
ψ =
(
L
R
)
(8)
condensing the two helicities within a single spinor field. To define the adjoint procedure for the Dirac field we retain
the relationship ψ = ψ†γ0 as usually; for ELKO fields the alternative relationship
¬
λ∓±= ±iλ†±∓γ0 must be assigned
instead. Hence, Dirac spinors and their adjoint are eigenstates of parity while ELKO spinors and their adjoint are
eigenstates of the charge-conjugation operator. It is also worth recalling that spinor fields can be categorized into the
Lounesto classification, in which Dirac spinors find place according to their properties in the first, second, third and
sixth class, while ELKO spinors find place in the fifth class, but there is also another type of spinor called flag-dipole
and which constitutes the content of the fourth class [27, 28]. In this paper we will not consider this type-4 spinor
field, although clearly the analysis we will carry on can be extended as to include spinors of this last type.
In terms of the connection alone it is possible to define the Riemann curvature tensor as
Gρηµν = ∂µΓ
ρ
ην − ∂νΓρηµ + ΓρσµΓσην − ΓρσνΓσηµ (9)
which in the form Gσηρν is antisymmetric in both the first and second couple of indices, so with one independent
contraction Gρηρν=Gην with contraction Gηνg
ην=G called Ricci tensor and scalar, and decomposable according to
the relationship Gρηµν = R
ρ
ηµν +∇µKρην −∇νKρηµ +KρσµKσην −KρσνKσηµ in terms of the torsionless curvature given
by the Riemann metric curvature tensor Rρηµν = ∂µΛ
ρ
ην−∂νΛρηµ+ΛρσµΛσην−ΛρσνΛσηµ with contraction Rην contracted
as R called Ricci metric curvature tensor and scalar, as usual; in tetrad formalism curvatures are translated into
Gabσpi = ∂σΓ
a
bpi − ∂piΓabσ + ΓajσΓjbpi − ΓajpiΓjbσ (10)
that is Gρηµνξ
a
ρξ
η
b = G
a
bµν as it is to be expected. From the gauge-connection we can define
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ (11)
as the strength of the gauge-connection potential. Finally, we have that we may define
Gµν = ∂µΓν − ∂νΓµ + [Γµ,Γν ] (12)
in general; as a consequence, we have that Gµν =
1
2G
ab
µνσab + ieFµνI again in general. It is important to notice
that expressions [Dρ,Dµ]ψ = Q
θ
ρµDθψ + Gρµψ and [Dρ,Dµ]λ = Q
θ
ρµDθλ + Gρµλ specify that both Dirac and
ELKO fields have the same covariant derivative commutator; the the commutator of covariant derivatives shows that
torsion enters in addition to curvature in making non-trivial the covariant displacements around a given point of the
spacetime continuum: specifically, torsion acts as the covariant generator of the translations while curvature is as
usual the covariant generator of the rotations, as first discussed by Sciama and Kibble. In this sense, torsion and
curvature can respectively be interpreted as the strength of the potentials that arise when gauging translations and
rotations in a gauge theory of the full Poincaré group; as a consequence, it will be expected to see that torsion and
curvature will couple to the spin and energy density of matter fields. All such results have been reviewed in [29].
B. Conformal Covariance
In what we intend to do, it is essential that we also introduce the concept of conformal invariance: the idea of a
theory that is invariant under conformal transformation was first discussed by Weyl, who noticed that the conformal
dynamics, that is the dynamics that is invariant under conformal transformations, is uniquely defined; apart from
this issue of formal elegance, the importance of the conformal dynamics is also increased by Stelle demonstration that
4conformal gravitation is a renormalizable theory of gravity [30]. Conformal transformations are given in terms of a
unique function σ and setting lnσ = φ by definition: the most general conformal transformation for the metric is
gαβ → σ2gαβ (13)
and it is also possible to remark that the transformation given by the law
Qσρα → Qσρα + q(δσρ ∂αφ− δσα∂ρφ) (14)
can be reasonably seen as a conformal transformation for torsion, since its effects on the connection are analogous to
those induced by the conformal transformation of the metric itself; in fact for q = 1 the two effects of the conformal
transformation perfectly cancel one another, although here we will retain the conformal weight q to be the most general
possible. As usual, the gauge-connection has no conformal transformation. Conformal properties for the spinor fields
are assigned according to the mass dimension that is needed in order to have the kinetic term in the Lagrangian
relevant at all scales, and so the choice of conformal weight for spinors will not be justified till the spinorial dynamics
is assigned: as usual Dirac fields have mass dimension 32 while ELKO fields have mass dimension 1
ψ → σ− 32ψ and λ→ σ−1λ (15)
as we had implicitly anticipated in the introduction when saying that ELKO fields have to be characterized by a
Klein-Gordon type of field equations. As we have already stressed, for the moment the reader will have to take these
assignments for granted, although they will be justified when the spinorial field equations will be given later on.
The problem of allowing conformal transformations of torsion, whether weak or strong, is that because of the
presence of torsionless derivatives of torsion, there will always be a term with a conformal transformation that spoils
the conformal transformation of the irreducible part of the Riemann curvature: so while the torsionless tensor
Cαβµν = Rαβµν − 12 (Rα[µgν]β −Rβ[µgν]α) + 112R(gα[µgν]β − gβ[µgν]α) (16)
is conformally covariant the tensor Wαβµν = Gαβµν − 12 (Gα[µgν]β − Gβ[µgν]α) + 112G(gα[µgν]β − gβ[µgν]α) will never
be unless some additional term is used to compensate the spurious terms arising from torsion, thus recovering the
conformal invariance in presence of torsion: one such term can be obtained in terms of the modified curvature
Mαβµν = Gαβµν + (
1−q
3q )(VβQαµν − VαQβµν) (17)
which is such that its irreducible part
Tαβµν =Mαβµν − 12 (Mα[µgν]β −Mβ[µgν]α) + 112M(gα[µgν]β − gβ[µgν]α) (18)
is conformally covariant. We have to specify that the conformal transformation for torsion (14) is the most general
that can be given, including the special case q = 0 in which torsion has no conformal transformation at all: the
two cases represented by the conformal weights q = 0 and q 6= 0 are respectively called weak and strong conformal
transformations, as in the discussion by Shapiro in [31], but such two cases will have to be treated separately, since only
strong conformal transformations can be used in (17) and therefore in (18); furthermore, it is also worth remarking
that despite (17) is such that (18) is conformally covariant, nevertheless this choice has never been proven to be
unique, and thus alternative models might be possible. In [32] and [33] we have studied respectively the case of weak
conformal transformations and strong conformal transformations with the special choice (17-18); in this paper we
will focusing only on strong conformal transformations with the conformal tensor (18). More general cases will be
characterized by such a complexity, that for our purposes the model we will take into account here is good enough.
In this geometric background where kinematic quantities are defined we will next set the dynamical action.
II. DYNAMICS
A. Covariance
With the kinematic quantities we have defined, next task will be that of setting up the dynamical Lagrangian
that will determine the field equations of the fields, and a principle we will consider in order to do that will be the
requirement of taking everything at the least-order derivative possible; there is no real reason as to why this has to
be done but one of simplicity, and that is if this were not the case, then there will be no principle that could prevent
5us to take whatever term of whichever derivative order, the action will be featured by an infinite number of constants
and the theory would lose any predictive power: to avoid this, we will take least-order derivative terms.
To look for the least-order derivative Lagrangian in general, we have to notice that a Lagrangian that is least-
order derivative can only be linear in the curvature and quadratic in torsion: as an easy computation shows, for a
linear expression of curvature we can construct only the Ricci scalar G, and for a quadratic expression of torsion
we can construct the three independent scalars QννµQ
ρµ
ρ , QρµνQ
ρµν , QρµνQ
νµρ or equivalently, if we decompose
the curvature in terms of the metric curvature plus torsion and subsequently if we decompose torsion into its three
irreducible parts then we have the Ricci metric curvature scalar R, with VµV
µ, WρW
ρ, TρµνT
ρµν in general, so that
we have that the torsion-gravitational least-order derivative Lagrangian in its most general form is given by
LG = G+AQννµQ ρµρ + BQρµνQρµν + CQρµνQνµρ (19)
in terms of four coupling constants, that is the Newton gravitational coupling constant and the three torsional coupling
constants given by A, B, C independent on one another and yet to be determined; the electrodynamic Lagrangian
LE = − 14FαβFαβ (20)
is as usually done. For the matter fields, the Lagrangians are different, as expected: the Dirac field has the usual
LDirac = i2 (ψγµDµψ −Dµψγµψ)−mψψ (21)
in terms of the massm of the matter field; as anticipated, the ELKO Lagrangian is given by the scalar-like Lagrangian
LELKO = Dα
¬
λ (η
αβ
I+ aσαβ)Dβλ−m2
¬
λ λ (22)
in terms of the mass m and a free parameter a to be determined. As it is known the Dirac Lagrangian cannot contain
more than one derivative and thus the index must be contracted with a γµ matrix; on the other hand, the ELKO
Lagrangian has two derivatives and thus the two indices can be contracted with two γµ matrices as well as between
one another, as for scalar fields, and this gives rise to two possibilities, justifying the fact that the ELKO action has
one more free parameter. It is however essential to notice that such additional term does not enter into the action
only because ELKO fields have the algebraic features of spinors and the dynamical features of scalars but also because
of the presence of torsion, since with no torsion such term would reduce to a divergence and it would be irrelevant.
Upon variation with respect to all independent fields involved, the field equations will be
C (Qµνρ −Qνµρ + 2Qρµν) +B (2Qνµρ − 2Qµνρ) +
+A (V νgρµ − V µgρν) + (Qρµν + V µgρν − V νgρµ) = −Sρµν (23)
for the torsion-spin coupling and
C
(
DµQ
µρα −DµQρµα + VµQµρα − VµQρµα +QθσαQ ρσθ − 12QθσpiQpiσθgρα
)
+
+B
(
2DµQ
αρµ + 2VµQ
αρµ + 2QθσαQ ρθσ −QρθσQαθσ − 12QθσpiQθσpigρα
)
+
+A
(−DαV ρ +DµV µgρα + 12VµV µgρα)+ (Gρα − 12Ggρα)− 12 ( 14gραF 2 − F ρθFαθ) = 12T ρα (24)
for the curvature-energy coupling; there will also be the field equations
1
2FµνQ
ρµν + FµρVµ +DσF
σρ = eJρ (25)
for the gauge-current coupling. It is possible to prove that some geometrical identities known as Bianchi identities
can be used to demonstrate that these field equations are converted into the following expressions
DρS
ρµν + VρS
ρµν + 12T
[µν] = 0 (26)
DµT
µρ + VµT
µρ − TµσQσµρ + SβµσGσµβρ + eJβF βρ = 0 (27)
and also
DρJ
ρ + VρJ
ρ = 0 (28)
as conservation laws for the spin Sρµν and energy T µρ and for the current Jρ that have to be verified by these
quantities, once the matter field equations are assigned. Such conserved quantities are given alongside to the matter
6field equations by the matter Lagrangian, and given that we are comparing two different matter fields, correspondingly
we will have two different sets of conserved quantities and matter field equations: for the Dirac field we have the
completely antisymmetric spin and the non-symmetric energy given by the following expressions
Sµαβ =
i
4ψ{γµ,σαβ}ψ (29)
Tµα =
i
2 (ψγµDαψ −Dαψγµψ) (30)
together with the current
Jµ = ψγµψ (31)
as usual, and we have of course the Dirac field equations
iγµDµψ +
i
2γ
µVµψ −mψ = 0 (32)
as they are widely known; for the ELKO fields we have the spin and the symmetric energy
Sµαβ =
1
2
(
Dµ
¬
λ σαβλ−
¬
λ σαβDµλ
)
+ a2
(
Dρ
¬
λ σρµσαβλ−
¬
λ σαβσµρD
ρλ
)
(33)
Tµν =
(
Dµ
¬
λ Dνλ+Dν
¬
λ Dµλ− gµνDρ
¬
λDρλ
)
+
+a
(
Dν
¬
λ σµρD
ρλ+Dρ
¬
λ σρµDνλ− gµνDρ
¬
λ σρσDσλ
)
+ gµνm
2
¬
λ λ (34)
with no current since ELKO fields are neutral, and we have the ELKO field equations
(
D2λ+ V µDµλ
)
+ a (σρµDρDµλ+ Vρσ
ρµDµλ) +m
2λ = 0 (35)
as the scalar-type of field equations we anticipated. We notice that the conservation laws (26-27) and (28) are in fact
verified when the matter field equations are satisfied, and of course this is true for both the Dirac and the ELKO
models; when all is put together, the whole set of field equations for the Dirac system is
1
3 (4C − 4B + 1)W σ = 12ψγσpiψ (36)
1
3 (B − C)
(
DµWσε
µσρα + 16W
αW ρ + 112W
2gαρ
)
+
(
Gρα − 12Ggρα
)−
− 12
(
1
4g
ραF 2 − F ρθFαθ
)
= i4 (ψγ
ρDαψ −Dαψγρψ) (37)
and
1
12FµνWσε
µνσρ +DσF
σρ = eψγρψ (38)
with
iγµDµψ −mψ = 0 (39)
while the whole set of field equations for the ELKO system is
−2C (Qµνρ −Qνµρ + 2Qρµν)− 2B (2Qνµρ − 2Qµνρ)− 2A (V νgρµ − V µgρν) +
−2 (Qρµν + V µgρν − V νgρµ) =
(
Dρ
¬
λ σµνλ−
¬
λ σµνDρλ
)
+ a
(
Dpi
¬
λ σpiρσµνλ−
¬
λ σµνσρpiDpiλ
)
(40)
2C
(
DµQ
µρα −DµQρµα + VµQµρα − VµQρµα +QθσαQ ρσθ − 12QθσpiQpiσθgρα
)
+
+2B
(
2DµQ
αρµ + 2VµQ
αρµ + 2QθσαQ ρθσ −QρθσQαθσ − 12QθσpiQθσpigρα
)
+
+2A
(−DαV ρ +DµV µgρα + 12VµV µgρα)+
+(2Gρα −Ggρα) =
(
Dρ
¬
λDαλ+Dα
¬
λDρλ− gραDpi
¬
λDpiλ
)
+
+a
(
Dα
¬
λ σρpiDpiλ+Dpi
¬
λ σpiρDαλ− gραDpi
¬
λ σpiσDσλ
)
+ gραm2
¬
λ λ (41)
with
(
D2λ+ V µDµλ
)
+ a (σρµDρDµλ+ Vρσ
ρµDµλ) +m
2λ = 0 (42)
7as it is straightforward to check by substitution. It is to be noticed that in the case of the Dirac field because of
the algebraic form of the torsion-spin field equations the complete antisymmetry of the spin imposes the complete
antisymmetry of torsion while the same cannot be said for ELKO fields since their spin has no particular symmetry
and thus torsion has no particular symmetry too, and this is the reason why for the Dirac field we have been employing
the completely antisymmetric part of the torsion tensor while for ELKO field torsion has been left general.
Another most important thing we have to notice about the spin-torsion field equations is that in the case in which
the spin density vanishes then torsion vanish, and therefore the Newtonian limit is recovered; when in general the
torsion and the spin do not vanish the torsion-spin field equations provide the mean with which to have torsion
substituted in terms of the spin of the spinorial fields. Again, we have two cases: for the Dirac system, such a
substitution is straightforward leading to the symmetrized gravitational field equations written for the Ricci tensor
Rρα − 12
(
1
4g
ραF 2 − F ρθFαθ
)
= i8
(
ψγρ∇αψ −∇αψγρψ + ψγα∇ρψ −∇ρψγαψ)− 14gραmψψ (43)
and electrodynamic field equations
∇σF σρ = eψγρψ (44)
with the matter field equations
iγµ∇µψ +
3
16(4C−4B+1)ψγ
µpiψγµpiψ −mψ = 0 (45)
showing that the gravitational and electrodynamic field equations are formally those we would have in the torsionless
case while the matter field equations become formally identical to those we would have had in the torsionless case
with additional potentials of self-interactions having a yet undetermined coupling constant and with the widely known
Nambu–Jona-Lasinio structure; for the ELKO system however such a substitution is not at all easy because we do not
have algebraic torsion-spin field equations in the first place. The reason of this fact is simple: like the Dirac field the
ELKO field is a spinor and so it has a spin tensor, but differently from Dirac fields the ELKO fields satisfy second-
order field equations and as such their spin has a derivative, which itself contains torsion. The ELKO spin-torsion
field equations are equations in which torsion is related to the derivatives of the spinor themselves with torsion, so
that such equations define torsion implicitly, and obtaining an explicit torsion has never been done in general [26].
B. Conformal Covariance
As we have seen, the principle of requiring least-order derivative field equations was enough to have the action of
the system fixed once and for all; on the other hand, this principle will prove to be useless for conformal models since
the requirement of conformal symmetry alone is enough to fix the action of the system.
To look for conformal actions, we have to notice that in 4-dimensional spaces conformal invariance can only be
achieved by terms containing two curvatures, that is in our case terms containing two of the conformal tensors given in
definition (18), and because of the irreducibility of such tensor and its symmetry properties for indices transposition,
it is possible to see that there are exactly three possible ways to contract indices in order to obtain conformal scalars
and thus the most general conformal scalar is given by ATαβµνTαβµν+BT
αβµνTµναβ+CT
αβµνTαµβν in terms of the
A, B, C parameters: through these parameters A, B, C, it is possible to defined the parametric quantity
Pαβµν = ATαβµν +BTµναβ +
C
4 (Tαµβν − Tβµαν + Tβναµ − Tανβµ) (46)
which is antisymmetric in the first and second pair of indices, irreducible and conformally covariant, so that the above
most general invariant reduces to the form given by TαβµνPαβµν and so the most general action is given by
SG =
∫
[kTαβµνPαβµν + Lmatter]
√
|g|dV (47)
with k gravitational constant, so far undetermined. Once again we have two cases: for the Dirac field masslessness is
enough to ensure the conformal properties, and thus we have that the action
SDirac =
∫
[ i2 (ψγ
ρDρψ −Dρψγρψ)]|e|dV (48)
is the Dirac conformal action, which is the one we had before and thus showing that the Dirac field is naturally adapted
to conformal symmetry; but the ELKO field has mass dimension equal to that of a scalar field and as a consequence,
8for ELKO field much like for scalar fields, additional terms must be added to have the conformal symmetry of the
whole dynamical action, and when this is done one of the simplest ELKO conformal actions is given by
SELKO =
∫
[Dρ
¬
λDρλ+ aDρ
¬
λ σρβDβλ+
+(aq+q−13q )(Dα
¬
λ σανλ−
¬
λ σανDαλ)Vν + (
4−3a+3qa−24p+24pq
12q )Dνλ
2V ν +
+(7−3a−6q+3aq
2+3q2−24p−24pq+48pq2
36q2 )λ
2VαV
α + pλ2M ]|e|dV (49)
in terms of two free parameters a and p to be determined. As it is rather clear, the ELKO dynamical term is
not conformally invariant on its own but the same can be said for some interacting terms between ELKO and the
background, so that when all are taken into account and a wise fine-tuning is considered, it is possible to have conformal
symmetry after all; the Dirac field instead is already conformal. We will discuss this difference in a moment.
By varying the action, we get the conformal torsion-gravitational field equations in the form
4k[DρP
αβµρ + VρP
αβµρ − 12QµρθPαβρθ − (1−q3q )(VρP ρ[αβ]µ − 12Qσρθgµ[αP β]σρθ)] = Sµαβ (50)
2k[P θσραT µθσρ − 14gαµP θσρβTθσρβ + PµσαρMσρ + (1−q3q )(Dν(2PµρανVρ − gµαP νθρσQθρσ + gµνPαθρσQθρσ) +
+Vν(2P
µρανVρ − gµαP νθρσQθρσ − PµνρσQαρσ))] = 12Tαµ (51)
for the conformal spin-torsion and energy-curvature coupling. The Bianchi identities still convert these field equations
into conservation laws but now because of an additional symmetry there will be three conservation laws
DρS
ρµν + VρS
ρµν + 12T
[µν] = 0 (52)
DµT
µρ + VµT
µρ − TµσQσµρ + SβµσGσµβρ = 0 (53)
(1− q)(DµS νµν + VµS νµν ) + 12T µµ = 0 (54)
which will have to be verified, once the conformal matter field equations are satisfied. Let us derive the contributions
of the two conformal matter fields: for the Dirac conformal matter field we have that the completely antisymmetric
spin and the non-symmetric traceless energy are given by the expected
Sµαβ =
1
4εµαβρψγ
ρpiψ (55)
Tµα =
i
2 (ψγµDαψ −Dαψγµψ) (56)
along with the massless matter field equations
iγµDµψ +
i
2Vµγ
µψ = 0 (57)
as a simple calculation would show; but for the ELKO conformal matter field the spin and energy are
Sµαβ = 12 (D
µ
¬
λ σαβλ−
¬
λ σαβDµλ) + a2 (Dρ
¬
λ σρµσαβλ−
¬
λ σαβσµρDρλ) +
+(1−q−aq6q )(D
ρ
¬
λ σρθλ−
¬
λ σρθD
ρλ)gθ[βgα]µ −
−(4−3a+3aq−24p24q )Dθλ2gθ[βgα]µ − (1−q−aq6q )Vθ
¬
λ {σθµ,σαβ}λ+
+(7−3a−6q+3q
2+3aq2−22p−29pq+48pq2
36q2 )V
[αgβ]µλ2 − pQµαβλ2 (58)
Tαµ = (Dµ
¬
λDαλ+Dα
¬
λ Dµλ− gµαDρ
¬
λ Dρλ) +
+a(Dµ
¬
λ σαρDρλ+Dρ
¬
λ σραDµλ− gµαDρ
¬
λ σρσDσλ) +
+(1−q−aq3q )Dβ(D
ρ
¬
λ σρνλ−
¬
λ σρνD
ρλ)(gανgµβ − gαµgνβ)−
−(4−3a+3qa−24p+24pq12q )DβDνλ2(gανgµβ − gαµgνβ) + (1−q−aq3q )Vρ(Dµ
¬
λ σραλ−
¬
λ σραDµλ)−
−(7−3a−6q+3q2+3aq2−24p+24pq218q2 )Dβ(λ2Vν)(gβµgαν − gαµgβν) + (4−3a+3qa−24p+24pq12q )V αDµλ2 +
+(7−3a−6q+3q
2+3aq2−24p+24pq
36q2 )VρV
ρλ2gαµ − 2p(1−q)3q (V αV µ +QαµρVρ)λ2 + 2p(Mαµ − 12gαµM)λ2 (59)
along with the matter field equations
D2λ+ V µDµλ+ aσ
ρµDρDµλ+ (
aq−2q+2
3q )Vρσ
ρµDµλ+ (
aq+q−1
3q )DρVµσ
ρµλ+ (4−3a+3qa−24p+24pq12q )DρV
ρλ−
−(7−3a−18q+9aq−6aq2+3q2−24p+48pq−24pq236q2 )VαV αλ− pMλ = 0 (60)
9as a quite laborious computation would show. We notice that the conservation laws (52-53-54) are in fact verified
by the conformal conserved quantities so soon as the conformal matter field equations are satisfied, for both Dirac
and ELKO conformal models; putting all together, the whole set of conformal field equations for the conformal Dirac
system is such that, because of the complete antisymmetry of the spin, field equations are given by
4k[DρP
αβµρ + VρP
αβµρ − 12QµρθPαβρθ − (1−q3q )(VρP ρ[αβ]µ)] = 14εµαβρψγρpiψ (61)
2k[P θσραT µθσρ − 14gαµP θσρβTθσρβ + PµσαρMσρ +
+(1−q3q )(Dν(2P
µρανVρ) + Vν(2P
µρανVρ − PµνρσQαρσ))] = i4 (ψγαDµψ −Dµψγαψ) (62)
with
iγµDµψ +
i
2Vµγ
µψ = 0 (63)
and they are severely restricted, showing that the complete antisymmetry of the spin contrives not only torsion but
also the curvature, while such no constraint is found for ELKO conformal matter field. We notice that constrictions
on the curvature may create issues of discontinuity when the torsionless limit is taken [34], and thus problematic.
III. EFFECTS
So far, we have exhibited four models through which we could compare ELKO and Dirac fields:
1. Standard Background
• Dirac Fields: in this case the torsion-spin field equations are algebraic and explicitly written, so that
torsion can be substituted everywhere in terms of the spin leaving spinorial contact interactions; the
complete antisymmetry of the spin imposes constraints that are loaded onto torsion which itself becomes
completely antisymmetric.
• ELKO Fields: in this case the torsion-spin field equations are algebraic but implicitly written, and the
problem of the inversion of torsion has not been solved yet; the spin has no particular symmetry and thus
torsion has no particular symmetry too.
2. Conformal Background
• Dirac Fields: in this case the torsion-spin field equations are differential, and the problem of the inversion
of torsion may not even be possible; the complete antisymmetry of the spin imposes constraints that cannot
be loaded onto torsion alone and so they are also loaded onto the curvature creating possible discontinuities
of the curvature when the torsionless limit is considered.
• ELKO Fields: in this case the torsion-spin field equations are differential, and the problem of the inversion
of torsion may not even be possible; the spin has no particular symmetry and so also torsion has no particular
symmetry and so no constraints are imposed but of course the model may still suffer discontinuity issues.
Despite the fact that the Dirac field seems to be naturally conformal we have also seen that when also torsion
is considered beside curvature most of this naturalness apparently disappears; albeit ELKO fields may be rendered
conformal in torsion-gravity with no such constraints it is nevertheless clear that such a model is astonishingly difficult
to investigate: it is as if the mathematical inconsistencies of the Dirac field are quenched for the ELKO field at the
price of a practical intractability, in the scheme of conformal torsional-gravitation. Both Dirac and ELKO fields in
standard torsion-gravity are tractable: this is due to the fact that the least-order differential character of the theory
makes the torsion-spin field equations algebraic in the torsion tensor, and for this reason it is always possible to invert
them in order to have torsion explicitly written in terms of torsionless quantities. Still, there are differences.
On the one hand, the complete antisymmetry of the Dirac spin makes it easy to invert the torsion-spin field
equations; on the other hand however, the lack of such a symmetry for the ELKO spin forces the inversion to much
more complicated: despite the fact that in this case we know that torsion can always be inverted in principle, for the
Dirac field such an inversion is immediate while for the ELKO field it is practically difficult and long.
There are shortcuts, however, when considering special symmetries: let us consider for example the cosmological
application in which we wish to study FLRW metrics, chosen to be spatially flat as
gtt = 1, gjj = −ς2 j = x, y, z (64)
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where torsion can at most have the time component of the two vector parts Vt and Wt because any other component
will be incompatible with the universal homogeneity and isotropy: in this situation, the ELKO field is given by
λ+− =
√
2φ


1
0
0
−i

 or λ−+ = √2φ


0
1
i
0

 (65)
and if we exploit the presence of free parameters that can be tuned then we may choose a = −1 and therefore torsion
turns out to have only the time component of the vector part Vt and nothing more. In this case it is possible to see
that the field equations for the torsion-spin coupling (40) reduce to be given by the single independent field equation
for the torsion-spin trace vector
8
3
(3A+ 2B + C − 2)Vν = ∂νλ2 (66)
which has to be substituted into the field equations for the curvature-energy coupling (41); when this is done, the
gravitational field equations have time-time component that will have only one term containing the combination of
parameters 3A+ 2B +C − 2 at the denominator. If such a combination happens to be very small and negative then
the field equations (41) have time-time component that can be approximated to
ς¨
ς
≈ − 1
(3A+ 2B + C − 2)
(
φφ˙
)2
(67)
describing the evolution of the scale factor as a function of the cosmological time, and such that the acceleration ς¨/ς
is positive and large, possibly giving relevant contributions to the accelerated expansion of the late-time universe [26].
It is worth remarking that not only in such symmetric situation it becomes easier to invert torsion and have ELKO
fields studied in detail, with potentially interesting consequences for cosmological applications, but additionally in
these cases ELKO fields might have applications that could escape the reach of the simpler Dirac field: for instance,
in the FLRW universe, because of the torsion-spin coupling (36), the Dirac field is such that ψγσpiψ only has the time
component; but in then the identity ψγσψψγ
σpiψ = 0 tells that either ψγ0piψ = 0 or ψγ0ψ = 0 and thus respectively,
either also the temporal component of ψγσpiψ vanishes or ψ†ψ vanishes, and again either spin is equal to zero or the
fermion itself is equal to zero. In any case, the spin would vanish and with it, torsion would vanish too, rendering the
effects of torsion at cosmological scales not only irrelevant, but exactly null; in this sense, there can be no Dirac field
with torsion in cosmology. Surprisingly, this fact is constantly overlooked throughout the present literature.
The differences between ELKO and Dirac fields lie on the fact that ELKO is a higher-order derivative field while
Dirac is a least-order derivative field, that is the ELKO spin is differential while the Dirac spin is algebraic: so whichever
constraint a given symmetry places on torsion, the torsion-spin field equations (66) load it onto the derivatives of
the field while the torsion-spin field equations (36) load it onto the field itself, so that limitations are imposed in
the former case for the dynamics of the field while in the latter case for the field itself. Once again, it seems that
the mathematical incompatibility between some symmetry and the Dirac field are quenched for the ELKO field with
those symmetries at the price of practical difficulties, but at least in standard torsion-gravity these difficulties can be
overcome and the higher manoeuvrability of ELKO fields compared to Dirac fields is a clear richness.
As a finally remark, it is important to stress that such a comparison between ELKO and Dirac fields was essentially
based on the presence of the torsion-spin field equations, and therefore no such differences would have ever been
apparent it torsion were to be arbitrarily abolished from the very foundations of the geometry.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have considered the standard and the conformal approaches to the theory of torsion-gravitation
in order to draw a comparison between ELKO and Dirac fields based on the analysis of their torsion-spin coupling
field equations and their properties: we have seen that in conformal gravity, torsion is linked to the spin differentially,
that is torsion is propagating, while in standard gravity, the torsion-spin field coupling is algebraic, that is torsion
does not propagate, and that while for ELKO fields the spin has a derivative structure for the Dirac field the spin is
only algebraic: thus, we have had the opportunity to appreciate the intrinsic complexity of the propagating torsion
of the conformal approach compared to the non-propagating torsion of the standard approach, and in both cases it
has been possible to witness that whether in terms of inconsistencies in the mathematical structure of incompatibility
with a given underlying symmetry, the Dirac field is much less versatile than the ELKO field; that is, torsion has the
tendency to constrain much more easily the Dirac field than the ELKO field. In the perspective of torsion, the ELKO
11
field is therefore characterized by a more flexible dynamics compared to the Dirac field, and this constitutes a certain
advantage whenever it can be investigated; the disadvantage is of course the fact that in general it is more difficult
to investigate ELKO than Dirac fields. And finally, we have drawn a concluding remark stressing that none of these
differences would have been visible if we decided to have torsion neglected at the beginning.
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